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This is a Library Circulating Copy which may be borrowed for two weeks. For a personal retention copy, calf Tech. Info. Diuision, Ext. 5545 LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORA_TORY c::: () In the present communication we have used an improved version of Kirkwood polarizability theory to include the presence of a classical polarizability near a quantum system. The rotational strengths of mononucleosides are calculated using transition monopoles on the bases interacti ng wi th po 1 ari zab 1 e bonds of the sugars. We try to exami ne the. In the next section a detailed description of the theoretical method is given; in section III we discuss the numErical methods and the data used, and in section IV we demonstrate the application of the theory to
• the four mononucleosides found in nucleic acids and to various anomeric isomers of adenosine and uri dine .
• II. Theory • strength for the optical transition from 0 to A, ROA = Im(}CoA . q;AO)'
! ((~
Im der.ates the imaginary part of a complex number. u is the electric ruOA dipole transition moment vector and ~.L\O is the magnetic dipole transition moment vector defined as follows:
v;here K. is the vector di stance from an arbitrary origin to the origin of "vJ group j ; '..l. ruJ is the electric dipole moment operator of group j; P. (6) do a multlpole eXDanS10n (. E. anout tne cen~er of the charge.
The practical limit in terms of computer programming ontne CDC 6600 computer used for our cal eul ati ons is th::: octupo 1 e term, and convergence is poor. We abandoned this method in favor of the use of equation (6 (7) where P s ~ CAs COs is the monopole charge of atom s due to the base .I.
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S~bstituting equation (10) in (3), we have the final expression for the rotational strength with the furancs2 interaction treated self conSistently.
For all calculations ROA was evaluated using transition monopoles only as in equation (8) and also self conSistently including the sugar bond-bond 110 induced dipole coupling as in equation (11). Coordinates. The coordinates used in the computation are taken from Spencerl1 for the bases (Table I) • .,
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_-1 .231 "":0.070 is ass~med to be at the center of transition charge of the base (Table IV) .
The effect of different transition monopoles and the use of a , -S21-;" corsistent treatment of the furanose bond interactions is shown in Fig. 2. One sees that the self consls'cent theory for induced dipoles in the sugar [Equation (11)J gives very different r2sults from Equation (8) . t'le use Eq~ation (11) for all the c~lculations discussed ih this paper.
Polarizabi1ities. Bond polarizabilities have always been the subject of cor:troversy. The rr:eri ts of di fferent n:easurer.12nts of po 1 ari z2.:;i 1 i ·ty have frequently been discussed, especially by users wanting to evalu2te optical ... .: .: ... 4,8,22 ac 1, .( v (l.y. Because of the uncertainties in the bont pC~2riza-bi.l1 t'i2S, tile agreement beti'J2eil eX~2 ('iii1ent and the result of any cal cul a-::ion -. Table V ) and treated carbon and oxygen eq~iva12ntly (curve 6 in 3) .
IV. Results and Discussion
Results of the calculations are given in Tables VI, VII, critically an the choice of w2vefunctions.
• a~d resolution of the CD spect:~~ in:c b~nds. In Table VI 
• (;. '(,E: in ('lS 
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(a) SCFjCI rnonopo 1 es and 21 eildo'con,:OcY'mati on rOl~ ri bose and deoxyribose were used. 
